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INTRODUCTION

Do you want to give the readers such a vivid experience that they feel the
events of the story are real and they’re right there? Do you want them to
forget their own world and worries, and live in the main character’s head
and heart?

The magic wand for achieving this is Deep Point of View.

Deep Point of View is a recent development. Victorian authors didn’t know
its power. They wrote stories from a god-like perspective, knowing
everything, seeing into everyone’s mind and soul. 20th century writers
discovered that when they let the reader into just one person’s head, stories
became more exciting and real.

If we take this one step further, and delve so deeply into one person’s mind
that the reader’s awareness merges with that character’s, we have Deep
Point of View.

Readers love it, because it gives them the thrill of becoming a different
person. The reader doesn’t just read a story about a gladiator in the arena,
an heiress in a Scottish castle, an explorer in the jungle, a courtesan in
Renaissance Venice—she becomes that gladiator, heiress, explorer,
courtesan.

Deep Point of View hooks readers from the start. After perusing the sample,
he’ll click ‘buy now’ because he simply must read on, and when he’s
reached the last page, he’s grown addicted to the character, doesn’t want the
story to end, and buys the next book in the series at once.

A reader who has been in the grip of Deep Point of View may find other
books dull and shallow. Who wants to read about a pirate, when you can be
a pirate yourself? Immersed in Deep PoV, the reader enjoys the full thrills
of the adventure from the safety of her armchair.

In this book, I’ll reveal the powerful techniques employed by bestselling
authors, and I’ll show you how to apply them to rivet your readers. I’ll start
with the basics of Point of View—if you’re already familiar with the



concept, you can treat them as a refresher—and then guide you to advanced
strategies for taking your reader deep.

This is not a beginners’ book. It assumes that you have mastered the basics
of the writer’s craft and know how to create compelling fictional characters.
If you like, you can use this book as a self-study class, approaching each
chapter as a lesson and completing the assignments at the end of each
session.

To avoid clunky constructions like ‘he or she did this to him or her’ I use
sometimes ‘he’ and sometimes ‘she’. With the exception of Chapter 6,
everything I write applies to either gender. I use British English, so my
grammar, punctuation, spellings and word choices may differ from what
you’re used to in American.

Now let’s explore how you can lead your readers deep into your story.

Rayne Hall



CHAPTER 1

FRESH PERSPECTIVES
Instead of explaining Point of View, I’ll let you experience it. Let’s do a
quick practical exercise.

Wherever you are right now, look out of the window (or step out into the
open, or do whatever comes closest). If possible, open the window and stick
your head out. What do you notice?

Return to your desk or notebook, and jot down two sentences about your
spontaneous observations.

You can jot down anything—the cars rushing by, the rain-heavy clouds
drawing up on the horizon, the scent of lilacs, the wasps buzzing around the
dumpster, the aeroplane scratching the sky, the empty beer cans in the
gutter, the rain-glistening road, whatever. Don’t bother writing beautiful
prose—only the content matters. And only two sentences.

When you’ve done this—but not before—read on.

*

*

*

Have you written two sentences about what you observed outside the
window? Good. Now we’ll have fun.

Imagine that you’re a different person. Pick one of these:

1. A 19-year-old female student, art major, currently planning to create
a series of paintings of townscapes, keenly aware of colours and
shapes.

2. A professional musician with sharp ears and a keen sense of rhythm.

3. An eighty-year-old man with painful arthritic knees which get worse
in cold weather. He’s visiting his daughter and disapproves of the
place where she’s living these days.



4. A retired health and safety inspector.

5. An architect whose hobby is local history.

6. A hobby gardener with a keen sense of smell.

7. A security consultant assessing the place where a foreign royal
princess is going to walk among the people next week.

Once again, stick your head out of the window. What do you notice this
time? Return to your desk and jot down two sentences.

I bet the observations are very different! Each time, you saw, heard and
smelled the same place—but the first time you experienced it as yourself
(from your Point of View) and the second time, as a fictional character
(from that character’s PoV).

You may want to repeat this exercise with another character from the list, to
deepen your insight and practice the skill. If you’re an eager learner, do all
seven. This will give you a powerful understanding of how PoV works.

Now let’s take it one step further: Imagine you’re the main character from
the story you’re currently writing (or have recently finished). How would
he experience this place? What would he notice above all else? Again, write
two sentences.

Now you’ve experienced the power of PoV, this is how you will write all
your fiction.

ASSIGNMENT
Repeat this exercise in a different place—perhaps when you have time to
kill during a train journey or in the dentist’s waiting room.



CHAPTER 2

WHOSE POINT OF VIEW?
In this chapter, we choose the character whose experience the readers get to
share.

CHOOSING THE CHARACTER
Deep PoV stories are best told completely through the eyes of one person
who experiences it all. Decide from whose perspective you want to tell the
story.

This is probably the main character (MC), the person who has most at stake
and takes action to achieve the story goal—the detective hunting the serial
killer, the adventurer on a quest to find the magic jewel that will save the
land, the governess seeking true love.

Some stories can be told from the PoV of an observer, like Dr. Watson
watching Sherlock Holmes’s actions. This can be an effective technique, but
only if you don’t want to rouse the reader’s emotions.

Pick a character who is present at all story events, at least during the critical
scenes.

If a story needs several perspectives, you can switch from one PoV to
another, for example, the PoV in a Romance novel may alternate between
the heroine and the hero, a Thriller may intersperse the investigator’s PoV
with glimpses inside the serial killer’s mind, and when the first PoV of your
Historical novel dies on the battlefield, his son may take up his PoV as well
as his sword.

If you choose multiple perspective, keep to one PoV at a time, then change.
Later in this book I’ll show you how you can make the switch and still keep
most of the depth. However, the reader’s emotional involvement is greatest
if she stays inside the same person’s mind.

FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD PERSON



The next decision is whether to write in First, Second or Third Person. This
will affect your story’s voice and style.

First Person: I grabbed my bag.

Second Person: You grabbed your bag.

Third Person: She grabbed her bag. Or: He grabbed his bag.

All possible and valid options.

Third Person
Third Person gives you most flexibility, especially if you plan to use more
than one PoV. It suits almost every story and genre, so if in doubt, opt for
this one. The only drawbacks are stylistic: you may get a lot of pronouns
(he/she/him/her/his/hers), and in scenes with several people of the same
gender, it can get confusing who the ‘he’ is.

Here’s the beginning of one of my stories in Third Person, The Devil You
Know:

Lucie clutched the pole by the exit, willing the train to go faster, urging it to
take her further away from Jake.

“May I see your tickets?” singsonged a male voice. “Tickets, please.”

While the seated passengers dug into pockets and rummaged through bags,
Lucie reckoned she had about two minutes before she was found out.

She was in luck: the train slowed and hummed to a halt. She pushed the
‘open’ button and jumped out.

The place was dark and deserted, one of those small unstaffed stations.
Behind her, the doors beeped and whooshed shut. The train accelerated
with a growl and vanished into the night.

First Person
First Person is a powerful choice because it takes the reader really deep into
the experience.

It’s great if the character does a lot of thinking, if you aim for a
conversational tone, or if you want to rouse the reader’s emotions with the



character’s inner conflict. If you struggle with the concept of PoV, First
Person is useful because you’re not likely to hop accidentally into a
different character’s head. The main drawbacks are that switching to
another character’s PoV feels unnatural, and if the character dies at the end,
it feels implausible because she obviously lived to tell the tale. With First
Person PoV, it can be tricky to establish the character’s gender and show
what she looks like. In some genres—such as romance—First Person
storytelling is considered ‘wrong’ but this is simply a convention, not a rule
you must obey.

This is the start of one of my First Person stories, Through The Tunnel:

“Is this your idea of a date?” I asked. “Driving from one motorbike shop to
another?”

“The next one’s only ten miles away.” Tony slammed into a lower gear and
forced the car up the steep road. “You said you liked motorbikes.”

All right, I’d said that. I fancied Tony like crazy and would have claimed to
like yellow toads if that got me his attention. And when he suggested driving
around the country stopping in a few places, I’d jumped at the chance to
spend a day with him. But then I always rush into things which seem a good
idea at the time.

“You didn’t say we’d be looking at motorbikes all the time,” I grumbled.

“Well, what did you expect?” he snapped.

What did a city girl expect from a day out in the Welsh countryside? Picnic
in a flowery lakeside meadow, surrounded by frolicking lambs. Holding
hands by a bubbling brook while the birds twittered in the branches above
and majestic mountains glistened in the distance. Not looking at one
motorbike shop after another. Heavens, I had no idea the countryside was
littered with them!

Tony admired the Suzuki’s sleek body, the Yamaha’s spirit, the Harley’s
class. He barely noticed my very sleek miniskirt and stylish black heels, not
even my shapely legs, however decoratively I displayed them.

Second Person



Second Person is tricky. It can be difficult for the writer to pull off, and
tedious for the reader to absorb. Second Person storytelling tends to feel
unnatural, and is seldom a good choice. However, it’s a stimulating creative
challenge, so perhaps you want to have a go. Although it doesn’t work for
most long fiction, it can be effective for very short pieces.

Here’s the beginning of a piece I rewrote many times in different ways, and
it never worked... until I tried Second Person. Suddenly it grabbed me, and I
think it grabs my readers, too. It’s called Only A Fool.

The clack-clack-clack of your heels echoes through the night-empty street.
The drizzle paints needle-streaks in the light of the fake Victorian lamps.
Already, the pavement grows slippery with roadside rubbish, rain and rotten
leaves. You should have called a taxi while you had the chance. Now it’s too
late. Around here, the payphones are vandalised.

You stop to consult your London A-Z in a street-lamp’s jaundiced glow,
bending low to shelter the pages from the rain. The map suggests a
shortcut. If you turn left into that alley, zigzag through the lanes, cut across
the wasteland, you’ll get home in under an hour.

Once you walked past that waste ground in daylight, and didn’t like it. At
night, you’ll like it even less, but the drizzle thickens and creeps into the
toes of your patent shoes. Why did you have to stay on at the party until
after the last bus? Stupid woman. Better get home now, fast.

You dip into the gap between the dark façades. The alley smells of rotten
fruit and piss. Two shattered windows wink.

Darkness folds around you.

ASSIGNMENT
Decide who the PoV character of your story is, and whether you need more
than one. Will you write in First, Second or Third Person?



CHAPTER 3

ONLY ONE AT A TIME
The first skill you need to master is to stay inside the PoV character’s head.
You can only show what the PoV character sees, hears, smells, touches,
tastes, thinks and feels.

Anything going on elsewhere in the world or in other characters’ minds
doesn’t fit into the story.

Whatever happens on the page, don’t leave the PoV, or the reader will lose
the connection.

POINT OF VIEW MISTAKES
Here’s a list of what you need to avoid, with two examples of each mistake.
The PoV character is Mary.

Don’t hop into another character’s head and heart to show their
thoughts and feelings.

Mary mustered all her teaching skills to interest Johnny in French
declensions, but Johnny’s mind was on how to get selected for the football
team.

When they clinked their champagne glasses, Mary expected John to
propose marriage, but John thought about the mysterious woman he had
met last night.

Don’t tell us what the PoV does not notice.

Mary was so focused on helping the injured cat that she didn’t see the thug
come up behind her.

Mary didn’t realise that her hand was turning the door knob.

Don’t tell us what takes place elsewhere.

Mary blocked one attacker with her shield and drove her axe into the
second man’s skull. On the other side of the battlefield, the valiant king
swung his sword.



While Mary chopped the potatoes for the kids’ supper in the dingy kitchen,
her sister perused the menu at the Atelier Robuchon.

Don’t tell us what will happen in the future.

Believing the battle lost, Mary said her last prayers and prepared to die, not
knowing that the king’s army would arrive at dawn.

Penicillin could have saved Sir John, but it would not be discovered until
1928.

Don’t deliver authorial comments.

Mary was an impulsive girl, and like many young people these days, she
often ignored her parents’ warnings.

Of course, sinners always get punished in the end, and this was no
exception, as readers are going to find out soon.

Don’t convey facts which aren’t on the PoV’s mind at that moment.

Mary ran for her life. How could she escape the assassin? She raced down
the cobbled street, across the deserted square, and past the new art gallery.
The art gallery had a neo-classicistic façade with Corinthian pillars and
had cost the local taxpayers a lot of money to build, but Mary didn’t have
time to think about this now. She had to run faster, or she would die.

Mary hacked, slashed and pierced, blocking a dozen enemy soldiers at
once. Her sword was a special weapon, crafted by the famous Tang Chi in
his forge on the slopes of Mount Jilin, with the master’s signature chiselled
into the blade.

Stay consistent.

Later in this book, I’ll give you techniques on how to show what other
characters think and feel without hopping heads, how to change to a
different PoV and how to convey what happens elsewhere in the world.

But for now, just make sure you stay inside the PoV. This ensures that your
PoV is consistent.

In the next chapters, we’ll look at how to make it deep.

ASSIGNMENT



Look through a draft of your fiction writing—perhaps a short story or a
scene from a novel. Underline or highlight all the places where you’ve
accidentally left the PoV.



CHAPTER 4

FILTER THROUGH
CHARACTER’S INTERESTS

Hundreds of stimuli bombard us every second, and our mind filters them,
sorts them and presents us with the most interesting ones. When we observe
something new, our subconscious mind compares this with previous
experiences, and either ignores it or flags it up as noteworthy.

Your fiction characters’ minds work this way, too. To create a deep PoV
experience, you need to know which observations reach his conscious
mind.

Inexperienced authors apply the wrong filter—their own interests and
experiences. You need to make the mental switch and apply the character’s
filter instead.

HOW TO FILTER
Let’s say your character enters a neighbour’s kitchen, and you want to
describe it in a couple of sentences. In your first draft, you probably
describe it the way you would experience it, showing and emphasising
whatever you find noteworthy.

But your character’s attention goes to different things than yours. Here are
some factors to consider.

Job and Training
Because of his job, what is he accustomed to noticing?

If he’s a butcher by profession, his eyes will immediately go to the block of
knives, and he’ll note their brand and quality.

A cleaner, however, will see the linoleum floor, the grime on the cupboard
handles, the big grease stain on the run, the unwashed cups in the sink, the
type of vacuum cleaner and brand of bottled bleach.



A health and safety inspector, even off-duty, will notice hazards such as the
cable trailing across the floor, the grime on the cupboard handle, the
positioning of the smoke alarm, the unevenly lying rug, the brand and
capacity of the extractor fan, and the fact that the bleach bottle is on a low
shelf next to a child’s teddy bear.

A chef entering the same kitchen will see the block of knives, the type of
hob, the three kinds of herb vinegar, and the bunch of bananas which need
to be used today because their peels have brown spots.

If an interior designer sees the same kitchen, she’ll immediately take the
flaking paint on the window frame, the 1980s wallpaper pattern, and the
orange-coloured crockery clashing with the pink tiles.

An estate agent can’t help but notice the size and layout of the room, the
peeling paint on the window frames, the modern oven, the outdated sink,
the extractor fan and the smoke alarm.

They notice these details even when they’re not on the job. It’s so ingrained
in them to see those things, they can’t help it.

Here’s a quick exercise. Look around the room in which you are now. What
would the following people notice?

1. A secretary

2. A health and safety inspector

3. A cleaner

4. A painter and decorator

5. A florist

6. An interior designer specialising in textiles

Make a list of at least three things for each.

Hobbies
Our minds joyfully latch on to anything related to our favourite pastimes.
What are your PoV character’s hobbies? They affect what he sees.



Does he enjoy cooking? Then he’ll notice the hob, the oven, the block of
knives, and the collection of Asian cookery books on the shelf.

Is she passionate about gardening? She’ll notice the bunch of daffodils in
the vase, and the neglected spider plant on the window sill.

Is he a DIY enthusiast? He’ll see how the floating shelf is attached to the
wall and where a cupboard door doesn’t quite fit.

A hobby artist will see the framed sketches on the wall—a townscape, a
portrait and a tabby cat.

A cat lover will see the sketch of the tabby cat—and then her attention
moves right to the cat feeding bowl and water dish in the corner.

Now look around the room again, this time from the perspective of these
hobbyists:

1. An amateur photographer

2. A gardener

3. An animal lover

4. A DIY enthusiast

5. A computer geek

6. A needlecraft hobbyist

Childhood and Education
Past experiences create filters, too. Our upbringing and education have a big
influence on what we see.

If the character grew up in a household with the motto ‘Cleanliness is next
to godliness’ he’ll notice the dirty cups in the sink, whether or not
cleanliness is of importance to him now.

If she spent most her youth in Thailand, she’ll see the framed sketch of the
townscape and recognise it as Bangkok, and the portrait sketch to her is
clearly a depiction of an elderly Thai man. She’ll also observe the collection
of Asian cookery books.



Did he study French at school? Then he’ll see the book titles Recettes
Asiatiques du Sud-Est and La Cuisine Chinoise Pour Les Débutants.

This technique applies to anything the PoV character experiences - not just
places, situations, objects and people.

ASSIGNMENT
Take a scene you’ve written and want to revise, or one you plan to write
soon. Who is the PoV character? Based on his job, training, hobbies,
childhood and education, what filters might his mind apply?

Now consider a place, an object or a person he encounters for the first time
in this scene.

What does he notice first? Write a couple of sentences of description.



CHAPTER 5

THE SENSORY EXPERIENCE
One of my favourite tricks for making a scene vivid is to use sounds and
smells. They create so much more atmosphere than visual descriptions.

In deep PoV, you describe things the way the PoV perceives them—with
the senses with which the PoV perceives them.

Some people have a pronounced sense of hearing, or a strong sense of
rhythm. Others notice colours, or shapes, or sizes. Some are particularly
aware of movement or of speed. Yet others have fine noses and immediately
notice the faintest whiff of any pleasant or unpleasant smell. Some people
are particularly sensitive about temperatures, or about how textures feel to
the touch.

Don’t assume that all people perceive everything the way you do—
especially not your characters.

Which sensory perception is especially developed in your PoV character?
Make sure you use this sense whenever you describe something.

For example, if he’s a musician with a keen ear and a strong sense of
rhythm, he’ll hear things more than he sees them. Describe birdsong, traffic
noise, clanking doors, humming insects, ticking grandfather clocks, rustling
leaves, creaking stairs, swishing waves, the raising of someone’s voice to a
higher octave.

If she has a highly developed sense of smell, she’ll observe the smell of
every place she visits and of every person she meets. She’ll notice that the
nursing home smells of boiled cabbage and disinfectant with a whiff of
urine, that the hero smells of leather and horses, and that her love rival who
normally wears Chanel No 5 today wears Fendi Donna.

Which Sense Should I Choose?
The ancient Greek Aristotle listed five senses: seeing, hearing, touching,
smelling and tasting. Actually, humans have more senses than those five.
There’s also the sense of balance, of movement, of temperature, of pain and



more, although those can be more difficult to build into your fiction as a
regular feature.

In most people, the sense of seeing is dominant. To make this more
interesting, you could give your character a strong awareness of a particular
kind of sight—perhaps she’s especially aware of colours, of shapes or of
light.

If you don’t know what to choose, ask your character—she’ll probably tell
you. Her job or hobby will probably give you a clue. For a sculptor, it may
be touching, for a hobby cook tasting, for a landscape painter colours.

Your story’s topic can inspire your choice as well. For example, if your
crime novel is set in the world of opera performances, you may want to give
your PoV character a fine-tuned sense of hearing.

If your novel alternates between different PoV characters (more about this
in Chapter 18) give each character a different dominant sense. This will
create fascinating contrasts.

ASSIGNMENT

1. What is your PoV’s dominant sense? (Be specific—not just ‘seeing’
but ‘seeing colours’ or ‘seeing shapes’.)

2. Write a sentence for your Work in Progress (WiP). Use only the
PoV’s dominant sense to describe a place she is visiting for the first
time, or a person she is meeting for the first time.

3. Take a scene for which you’ve written a draft. Change or embellish a
scene by adding a detail experienced through the PoV character’s
dominant sense.



CHAPTER 6

MALE AND FEMALE POINT OF
VIEW

Men and women experience the world differently. In the same situation,
they’re programmed to notice different things first. This is important for
authors who write from the PoV of the opposite gender.

In this chapter I’m looking at the ‘biological’ differences in perception, not
the ones acquired through social influences. You need to layer them with
other filters, otherwise you’ll end up with gender stereotypes.

Things men tend to notice most

Body postures

Female body shapes, especially breasts (regardless of whether or
not he fancies the woman)

Anything to do with hierarchy (especially their own, and other
men’s, place in the pecking order)

The size of things, especially their height

Movements, especially fast movements

The speed of things, especially vehicles

Anything to do with motors

Tools

Weapons

Things women tend to notice most

Facial expressions

Subtle changes in the sound of a voice

Colours, especially different hues



Clothes (colour, cut, fabric, design, fashion, quality, style)

Interpersonal relationships (who is on what terms with whom)

Other people’s emotions

Textures

Flowers

Children

Furniture and interior decorating

Of course, individual characters may be different. Gender is not the only
factor; personal interests and training also play a big role. A male fashion
designer will pay attention to clothes and fabrics, and a female mechanic to
motors and tools.

Also consider whether the character grew up in a society that encouraged
gender-typical interests. Male and female brains are naturally programmed
to perceive things differently, but these differences can diminish or increase
depending on what society expects. If your character lives in a world that
values feminine women and masculine men, and where the genders have
strictly divided roles, the differences will be great.

A hijab-wearing young woman in Saudi Arabia, raised to view motherhood
as a woman’s sole vocation, will notice children much more than a female
business executive in New York. A girl who grew up among brothers and
trained as a plumber will have a much greater awareness of tools than a
young lady in the Regency era where such matters were left to male
servants.

Here are some examples of typical female and male PoV.

Female PoV:

She scanned the contents of the trunk: an embroidered shawl, a wide-skirted
gown of crimson brocade, several pieces of old lace, a velvet cloche hat, a
toy car and some tools.

Male PoV:



He scanned the contents of the trunk: three slotted screwdrivers, a claw
hammer, combination pliers, a matchbox-sized model of a Chrysler
Imperial, and some old clothes.

Female PoV:

Mrs Browne wore a princess-cut dress of cerise silk with a tight-fitting
bodice.

Male PoV:

Mrs Browne’s breasts strained the fabric of her pink dress.

Female PoV:

Mary chose the comfortable armchair with the velvet cushions.

Male PoV:

John chose the tall seat on the chief’s right.

Female PoV

A shawl of ecru shantung silk embroidered with scarlet tulips crimson
camellias.

Male PoV

A white shawl with red flowers.

These examples are characters I’ve made up, and I’ve exaggerated the
differences to make the point. No doubt your characters—and you—would
perceive trunk, dress and seat in yet other ways.

FACIAL EXPRESSIONS AND POSTURES
Studies show that most men are very poor at reading facial expressions.
Basically, they can differentiate between a smile and a scowl. Everything
else requires effort. If they try, they can read a few more. But that takes time
and thought and will come only much later.

For a man, facial expressions come fairly far down the sequence of
observations. Only after he’s observed the female body shape, after he’s
assessed the posture, and after appreciating any tool or weapon that person



is holding will he notice the facial expression, and even then he may not do
a good job reading it.

This is very different from how we women perceive things. We see the
facial expression first, especially the eyes and the smile, and we’re on the
whole pretty good at reading the person’s mood from it.

Men, however, are good at reading the body language of posture. They
notice subtle posture shifts and know that the pecking order has just
changed, or that a fight is about to break out, when a woman doesn’t have a
clue.

Don’t assume that the other gender perceives what you do! If you’re a
woman writing male PoV, or a man writing female PoV you need to leave
your own way of thinking behind, and get into the opposite gender’s mind.
Anything else will feel unconvincing to the reader.

THE SCIENCE
Male and female brains operate differently, and these contrasts exist before
birth. Researchers say some differences can be identified as early as the 26
weeks into pregnancy.

Scientist have come up with intriguing hypotheses to explain why—perhaps
there were evolutionary advantages. Prehistoric men may have been mostly
hunters who needed to assess the speed of their prey, while women may
have been gatherers who judged by a plant’s colour whether it was safe to
eat. Perhaps women were in charge of relationships and needed to read the
needs of their children from voices and facial expressions, while men had
the role of protectors and needed to assess who posed a threat. But these are
mere hypotheses, and we will never know for sure.

The reasons for those differences don’t really matter for your fiction, as
long as you know that the differences exist.

In the Victorian era, people were aware of natural differences between the
genders—but assumed that these differences overrode everything else. This
led to fiction characters who were so typically male and typically female as
to be bland cardboard cut-outs.



Many people in the 21st century aren’t aware that gender affects the brain
structure and perception. Some deny the biological facts out of political
correctness. This, too, can lead to bland characters. When men and women
think and feel the same, the novel lacks contrasts as well as authenticity.

As a writer, you need to be aware of the biological differences—but it is up
to you to decide how much they affect your characters’ personalities, and
how you want to layer them with other filters.

The subject exceeds the scope of this book, but you can find fascinating
information online. Search for ‘male female brain differences’ to get
started.

ASSIGNMENTS

1. Think of a scene you want to write or revise. Based on gender, what
might your PoV character notice most, or first?

2. If you’ve written a draft in which the PoV character is not your own
gender, see if you can create a more authentic ‘male’ or ‘female’
PoV experience by changing the items the character observes, or the
order in which she notices them.



CHAPTER 7

SITUATION AND MOOD FILTERS
In the previous chapters, we’ve explored how the character’s background
affects what she sees.

But there are also things she notices only because of her current mood and
situation. Another day she would not notice them at all.

WHAT DOES THE CHARACTER NOTICE IN THIS
SITUATION?

Mary is pregnant for the first time. She sees pregnant women,
babies, toddlers, prams and toys everywhere. Last year, she
wouldn’t have noticed them.

Mary’s father just phoned to say the surgery has saved his leg, but
worries that he may need a wheelchair for the rest of his life.
When she now walks in the town centre, she sees lots of people
using wheelchairs, crutches and walking frames. There were just
as many wheelchair users in the town the day before, but she
hadn’t been aware of them.

Mary is a teenager with a crush on a boy who rides a red
motorbike. She sees red motorbikes everywhere while that crush
lasts. When she falls in love with someone else, her mind will no
longer direct her attention to red motorbikes.

Mary’s fiancé has broken off the engagement because he finds her
fat and frumpy, and he wants a slim, glamorous wife. For the next
few days, Mary sees slim, glamorous women everywhere, and
each time the pain slices into her heart. Some months later,
however, Mary is glad she didn’t marry that shallow bastard. Her
mind no longer torments her by noticing slim glamorous women.

Mary has just been told that her job contract won’t be renewed.
On returning home, she finds a pile of junk mail, a publisher’s



rejection for her novel and a vitriolic missive from her bitchy
sister. When she tries to turn up the heat for warmth, the heater
breaks down again. She picks up the phone to ask her boyfriend if
she can come to his place, and finds that he has dumped her with a
text message. That evening, when she walks down the road to the
nearest pub, she’ll notice depressing things: the garbage clogging
the gutters, the mangy stray cat scavenging for food, a cracked
window pane and rude graffiti on the walls. When she walked
down the same road the night before, she hadn’t noticed any of
these things.

Mary is homeless and freezing on a chilly winter evening. She’s
intensely aware of the warm air coming from the ventilation shaft
in the pavement. When she walks down the road, the shop
windows catching her attention are those displaying cosy fur-lined
boots and woollen coats. She sees the steamed-up windows of a
coffee shop, and the coals glowing in the hot chestnut vendor’s
stove.

Mary is on the second day of a rigorous low-calorie diet. She’s
intensely aware of food smells—especially the scent coming from
the fish and chips frying stall, the roasting chestnuts, and the
freshly baked gingerbread. She sees pedestrians munching snack
bars and carrying bags filled with groceries. As she walks past the
shops, her eyes are drawn to displays of chocolates and nuts and
the menu boards of the coffee shop, she sees every succulent
detail of the gateaux in the baker’s window.

HOW DOES THE CHARACTER PERCEIVE THE DETAILS?
Even if two characters observe the same details, they will perceive them
differently, depending on their mood. Don’t tell the reader what mood the
character feels. Instead, choose words which create that mood in the
reader’s mind.

Let’s say your character walks along the beach where waves move across
the pebbles. Here are seven different ways to convey the same image:

Waves raked the pebbles.



Waves played with the pebbles.

Waves scraped the pebbles.

Waves licked at the pebbles.

Waves teased the pebbles.

Waves drenched the pebbles.

Waves caressed the pebbles.

Which of these creates the mood your character feels like now? That’s the
one to choose.

When selecting words to convey the character’s mood, focus on verbs,
because verbs evoke the strongest impressions without patronising the
reader.

I advise writers to show the weather in every scene. Try to show it the way
the PoV character perceives it.

Let’s say Mary walks in a forest clearing on a sunny day. Here are two
versions. In one, she feels happy, in the other, dejected. Neither version tells
the reader about Mary’s mood. Instead, they let the reader experience it.

The late afternoon sun brushed the clearing with golden light. In the
treetops, birds twittered their sweet melodies.

The late afternoon sun dragged dark shadows along the path. Even the
birds in the treetops twittered their mockery.

After a rain shower, Mary’s walk in the forest clearing might yield one of
these descriptions, depending on her mood.

On the underside of the branches, raindrops sparkled like glass beads on a
necklace.

The branches dragged under their sodden weight.

If Mary is indoors during a rain shower, she may perceive the drops hitting
her window in one of these ways:

Raindrops tinkled against the glass with their silvery sounds, and stayed to
freckle the view.



Rain hammered against the window panes and streaked the grey view. The
water dots on the glass combined into slow downward streams.

Describing the weather filtered through the PoV’s mood is good—but
selecting the weather to reflect the mood can lead to clichéd writing.

If your PoV feels inner turmoil, don’t automatically show roiling clouds. If
the PoV is sad, this doesn’t mean it has to rain, and a PoV in love doesn’t
call for instant sunshine. Your writing will be fresher if you contrast the
weather with the PoV’s mood. Describe what thunderclouds look like to a
girl who is happily in love, or how golden sunshine annoys the grumpy guy.

The assumption that the weather changes to adapt to a character’s mood is
called ‘Pathetic Fallacy’. It’s typical for fiction penned by novice writers.

ASSIGNMENT
Revise a scene you’ve written, adding details which reflects the PoV
character’s current preoccupation, and filtering descriptions through the
character’s mood.



CHAPTER 8

ESTABLISHING THE POV
As soon as possible, perhaps in the first paragraph, reveal the following:

Through whose PoV are we experiencing the story?

What kind of person is the PoV character?

Where and in what situation is the PoV character?

This allows the reader to enter the character’s mind from the start, and
experience the story as that character.

WHICH CHARACTER IS THE POV?
Let the reader know inside which character’s mind she is going to journey
through the story.

The quickest and most effective method is to describe a physical sensation,
such as:

Mary rubbed her aching shoulders.

Needles of hail stung Mary’s cheeks.

Droplets of sweat trickled down Mary’s armpits.

Nobody else but Mary would experience those details, so it’s clear that
she’s the one.

This is especially important when your story opens with a scene in which
two or more characters interact. Your reader needs to know from the start
with whom to identify.

WHAT KIND OF PERSON IS THE POV CHARACTER?
To get mentally into the character’s role, your reader needs some basic
information. Is the character male or female, old or young? The more
information you can reveal early on, the better.



But the critical word here is ‘reveal’. Don’t tell the reader about the person!
Instead, weave subtle clues into the narrative.

How not to introduce the character in Deep PoV:

Mary was an elderly woman who suffered from arthritis.

Instead, let the reader experience what it’s like to be an elderly woman with
arthritis. You could start your story like this:

Mary rubbed her aching knees and grabbed her cane.

The gender is easy to establish if you’ve chosen Third Person for your
story. Just using the character’s name often achieves this, if the name is a
typical women’s or men’s name. The pronouns he-his-him or she-her-her
settle any doubt.

With First Person, this is tricky, because the pronoun ‘I’ doesn’t reveal the
gender, and the name isn’t normally used.

Mention a garment, object or activity that your readers will mentally
associate with that gender. Do this in a casual way, so it feels natural. For
example, if you write a story from Mary’s PoV in First Person, you could
weave any of these phrases into the first paragraph:

I smoothed my skirt and...

As fast as my high heels allowed, I raced towards...

I applied another layer of lipstick and...

I brushed my unruly locks and tied them into a high ponytail.

Although theoretically, this could be a man with long hair or a cross-
dresser, readers will assume that this is a woman.

IN WHAT PLACE AND SITUATION IS THE POV
CHARACTER?
To identify with the PoV, the reader needs a clue about where the character
is when the story begins.

The best way to do this is to show how the character experiences the place
and situation.



Let’s say your story begins with a downpour. Without PoV, you might write
it like this:

Rain sloshed down and blackened the asphalt. Car wheels ploughed
furrows in the drenched road, spraying the pedestrians. People hurried
along with their bodies bent forwards, clutching umbrellas and pulling
hoods tight, their faces determined and grim.

This paints a good picture of what the downpour is like—but the reader
doesn’t experience it. She doesn’t know if she’s watching from the cosy
shelter of her living room window, if she’s driving a car, or if she’s out
there, walking in the drenching rain.

Compare this version:

With her hood pulled tight against the sloshing rain, Mary hurried down
towards the farmhouse. Her sodden jeans clung to her thighs, and her boots
squelched with water on every step. Careless motorists ploughed their cars
through the deepening puddles. Mary dodged the sloshing sprays as best
she could.

Now the reader knows that Mary is out there on foot, that she’s walking
along the road to the farmhouse, and that she’s wet.

HOW MUCH INFORMATION DO YOU NEED TO GIVE?
Establishing the place and situation is important not just at the beginning of
the novel, but at the start of every scene.

Give some clues about where the character is and why. You don’t need to
cram many hints into the first paragraph—that would probably not flow
well—but mention a few things. A couple of sentences, or perhaps a dozen
words sprinkled across the first paragraphs, are enough.

In outdoors scenes, consider the weather and how the PoV experiences it. A
few words about how the icy wind stings Mary’s cheeks, or how the warm
breeze ruffles her skirt is enough to show that she’s out of doors, and at the
same time it hints at the climate or the season.

For indoors scenes, a brief interaction with furniture serves well. Perhaps
Mary sinks into or rises from her favourite armchair.



You can also help the reader by establishing the time of the day. If the PoV
is out of doors, mention that the sun stands high in the sky, that the shadows
are lengthening, that afternoon sun gilds the houses with warm light, that
the horizon flares orange in the sinking sun, or that clouds waft across the
gibbous moon. Indoors, sun may pour through a crack in the curtains, or
people may draw the curtains against the evening chill and flick on the
ceiling lamp.

It won’t take much to make the reader feel anchored in the time and place—
but you need to give the reader something.

ASSIGNMENT
Write or rewrite the first two hundred words of a short story or novel. Take
care to establish the PoV, and let the reader immediately experience the
story from that character’s perspective. Give strong early hints about the
PoV’s person (such as age and gender) and the place. If appropriate, weave
in clues about the time of the day and the weather, as well as the PoV’s
situation and purpose.



CHAPTER 9

CHARACTER THOUGHTS
When writing Deep PoV, don’t tell the reader that the character is thinking
something. Simply state the thought. It will feel natural.

CHARACTER THOUGHTS IN SHALLOW AND DEEP POV

Example 1:
Shallow PoV:

She wondered what she should do now.

Or

‘What should I do now?’ she wondered.

Deep PoV:

What now?

Example 2:
Shallow PoV:

He realised he had to cross the river before the dog caught his scent.

or

‘I have to cross the river before the dog catches my scent,’ he realised.

Deep PoV:

He had to cross the river before the dog caught his scent.

Example 3:
Shallow PoV:

She knew he was a lying bastard, but she kept her smile plastered to her
face.



Or

‘Lying bastard!’ she thought, but kept her smile plastered to her face.

Deep PoV

Lying bastard! She kept her smile plastered to her face.

As you can see, the Deep PoV versions are much tighter. They’re also more
exciting and intense.

Whereas character thoughts in shallow PoV are pace-slowing at best, and
tedious to read at worst, in Deep PoV they grab the reader with their impact
and urgency.

BARRIER WORDS
Watch out for the following verbs in your fiction. If they tell that the PoV
character is thinking those thoughts, you can simply delete them. You may
need to tweak the syntax a little, but you won’t lose anything and gain a lot.

Think

Ponder

Wonder

Realise (American English: realize)

Know

Understand

Reflect

Consider

Muse

Deliberate

Contemplate

Ask himself/herself/myself

Each time you use one of those words, you push a barrier between the
reader and the experience. Remove them.



ASSIGNMENT
In a draft you’ve written, flag up all the barrier words. You may want to use
your word processor’s Find & Replace function to highlight them with
colour. For example, you could search for ‘think’, ‘thought’, ‘realise’,
‘wonder’ etc., and replace them with the same letters on a pink background.

This way, you see at a glance how many of those words you have, and
address them one by one.

How to do this depends on what kind of word-processing software you’re
using. It will probably be similar to this method:

Click ‘Edit’

Click ‘Find & Replace’

Search For [[type the word]]

Replace With [Type the same word]]

Click ‘Other Options’

Click ‘Format’

Click ‘Background Colour’

Pick a colour

Click ‘OK’

Click ‘Replace All’

This way you can highlight certain words throughout your manuscript. It’s
worth finding out how to do it in your software, because you can use this
function for many editing processes, such as checking if your characters
‘sigh’ too much or if you’ve overused the word ‘nod’ again.

Rewrite those sentences, so the PoV character’s thoughts are simply stated,
without a tag telling the reader that this is a thought.



CHAPTER 10

TRIGGER AND RESPONSE
To make it easy for your reader to experience events as they unfold, show
them in the order in which they play out.

I’m not talking about the novel’s overall structure here, but about
paragraphs and sentences.

Here’s an example:

A giant spider dropped at Mary’s feet. She leaped back in horror.

The spider dropping at her feet is the trigger event. The leap back is the
response. To the reader, this makes sense, because one flows naturally from
the other. This allows the reader to experience the story as it unfolds.

Novice writers—and some veteran authors—sometimes get this wrong.

They show the response first, then reveal what the trigger was:

Mary leaped back in horror. A giant spider had dropped at her feet.

This creates a moment of confusion in the reader’s mind: ‘Huh? Why is she
leaping back?’ While the reader wonders why Mary does this, he’s no
longer inside Mary’s mind. This ruins the realism and intensity of the
experience.

EXERCISE
Since it’s easier to spot weaknesses in other people’s writing than in our
own, I’ve written some sentences with the response before the trigger.

Rewrite them so the reader experiences the trigger before the character’s
response.

John cried in pain after a blow hit his side.

Mary fell after stumbling across a root.

John ran as fast as he could because the thugs were closing in on him.

Mary’s heart pounded with excitement when John leaned close to her.



ASSIGNMENT
Read a draft scene you’ve written. Identify any sentences where the PoV
character responds before the reader has experienced the trigger. Rewrite
those sections.

You may not find many, and perhaps none at all—or you may discover an
embarrassing quantity of these blunders. The ideal type of scene for this
assignment is one with fast action, perhaps a fight or chase scene.



CHAPTER 11

CHARACTER EMOTIONS
In Deep PoV, don’t tell the reader what the character feels. Instead, let the
reader experience the character’s emotions.

The following sentences are shallow PoV. The reader knows what the
character feels, but doesn’t experience the feeling.

Mary felt angry.

John was worried.

Mary was scared.

John felt triumphant.

How can you replace these bland tellings with an emotional experience?
Show the reader what the character feels in a visceral way.

Every emotion has physical effects. Where in the body does the character
experience this? How does it feel? Simply describe the physical sensation.

Here are examples. Some of them name the emotion, others don’t.

If you like, you can adapt them for your own story, but bear in mind that
every character and every situation is different, so you probably won’t find
exactly the right phrase here. I suggest that instead of copying them, you
use them as a starting point to inspire your own creative phrases.

AMAZEMENT
Mary’s skin tingled, and blood rushed through her limbs.

For a moment, Mary’s heart stood still, then it pounded in an excited dance.

ANGER
Mary’s body tensed, and her heart pounded.

Mary’s neck stiffened.

Fury churned in Mary’s guts.



Mary’s stomach soured.

Anger fermented inside Mary’s stomach.

Hot anger rose in Mary’s throat, acid like half-digested food.

Mary’s fists clenched.

Mary’s stomach bubbled with hot anger.

ANXIETY
Mary’s insides quivered.

Mary’s chest tightened, her throat scratched with thirst.

BOREDOM
Mary swallowed a yawn.

CONFUSION
Mary’s stomach fluttered and her mind whirled.

Heat rose to Mary’s tightening chest.

Sweat trickled down Mary’s spine.

CONTEMPT
Heat roiled in Mary’s guts.

Mary’s neck stiffened and her chest grew tight.

Mary spat to clear her clogged throat.

DEJECTION, DEFEAT
Mary’s heart thudded dully in her chest.

The lasagne tasted sour.

A lump formed in Mary’s throat.

Mary’s legs dragged, twice as heavy as normal.

DESPAIR



Pain clamped a tight band around Mary’s chest.

Mary’s heartbeat refused to slow.

Mary’s throat remained dry.

DISAPPOINTMENT
Mary’s heart shrank.

Mary’s chest tightened and her stomach clenched.

DISBELIEF
Mary’s chest tingled.

Mary gasped.

Mary’s stomach hardened.

DREAD
Dread shivered up Mary’s spine.

Chills crept through Mary’s body.

The back of Mary’s throat ached, and she struggled to swallow.

EAGERNESS
Mary’s stomach fluttered and her heart raced.

Mary’s chest expanded and filled with eagerness.

EMBARRASSMENT
Tingling heat swept across Mary’s face.

Mary’s ears heated.

Mary’ swallowed and tried to ignore the heat spreading across her face.

EXCITEMENT
Mary’s pulse sped.

Excitement surged through Mary’s veins.



Mary’s legs walked faster of their own accord.

FEAR
Fear compressed Mary’s chest.

The skin on Mary’s arms pimpled, and her throat went dry.

Terror welled up in a sickening wave.

Mary’s heart pounded.

The sound iced Mary’s blood.

A ball of fear formed in Mary’s stomach.

FRUSTRATION
Mary’s throat closed.

Mary’s jaw ached.

Pain hammered at the base of Mary’s skull.

GRATITUDE
Mary’s chest expanded.

Mary’s heart filled.

Warmth tingled through Mary’s limbs.

GUILT
Guilt gnawed at Mary’s soul.

Pain thickened in Mary’s throat.

HAPPINESS, ELATION

Mary’s heart drummed a fast dance.

Warmth spread through Mary’s limbs.

Mary’s heart bubbled with joy.

Mary’s skin tingled with pleasure and her limbs felt light.



HATRED
Mary’s heart pounded.

A pounding pain threatened to split Mary’s skull.

Mary clenched her teeth until her jaw hurt.

Mary grew hot.

HOPE
Mary’s belly fluttered like bird’s wings.

Mary’s heart grew light.

Mary’s mind floated, leaving the heavy burden of her worries behind.

Mary’s body jolted with hope.

IMPATIENCE
The muscles in Mary’s neck tightened into a series of knots.

Mary’s gaze kept wandering to the clock.

INNER CONFLICT
The weight of this choice sank into Mary’s stomach.

Mary’s head ached.

LOVE
Mary’s stomach fluttered, and her pulse raced.

Mary’s heart seeped with warmth.

REVULSION, DISGUST
Revulsion welled up in Mary’s throat.

Mary gagged.

Mary fought the urge to spit the bitter tang from her mouth.

Mary’s skin crawled.



RELIEF
The tension drained from Mary’s shoulders.

Mary’s muscles weakened, and her mind fluttered with relief.

UNHAPPINESS, DEPRESSION
Sadness smothered her like a heavy blanket.

The pain of loneliness ripped at her belly like a knife.

Sadness slid all over her like a sticky liquid.

A hollowness spread in her chest.

WORRY
Worry tied Mary’s guts into a tight knot.

Mary’s mind crumbled into darkness.

Mary’s skin prickled.

Mary’s throat constricted.

ASSIGNMENT

1. In a draft you’ve written, look for instances where you tell the reader
what the PoV character feels. You may want to use your word
processor’s Find & Replace function to highlight every ‘feel’ and
‘felt’ so you see the potential problems at a glance. Rewrite those
telling phrases with visceral descriptions.

2. Whenever you experience an intense emotion—desire, jealousy,
irritation, regret—observe the physical symptoms. Where in your
body do you feel this, and how? Jot down a description. This way,
you’ll build a bank of emotion descriptions which you can use for
future works of fiction. In the case of negative emotions, the
exercise also has a strong therapeutic effect.



CHAPTER 12

SIMILES FOR BACKSTORY
A simile is a comparison. The PoV character compares something new to
something familiar.

BACKSTORY WITHOUT INFO-DUMP
This is a subtle but powerful way to share the character’s background and
memories with the reader.

Let’s say Mary enters someone’s living room. She’s never been there
before. If you compare something about this room with another room of
Mary’s experience, the reader won’t just see the room she’s in, but the room
she remembers.

The living room was the size of her mother’s boudoir.

The reader sees a small room—and subconsciously learns two things about
Mary’s mother: she’s wealthy enough to have a boudoir, and she spends
time caring for her appearance.

The living room was as cluttered as her husband’s garden shed.

The reader sees a cluttered room—and learns that Mary is married, that they
have a garden, that the garden has a shed which is the husband’s personal
domain, and that he has a clutter habit.

The curtains and cushions were deep red, like a priest’s vestments at Palm
Sunday mass.

The reader sees the red furnishings—and knows that Mary is a Catholic
who attends church regularly and is familiar with liturgy and ritual.

The curtains and cushions were black, like those in her brother’s bedroom
when he went through his Goth phase.

The reader sees black furnishings—and learns not only that Mary has a
brother, but gets an idea of the brother’s age.



This is a natural, subtle way of feeding the reader information the character
already knows.

It avoids the dreaded ‘info-dump’ and doesn’t weigh the story down with
heavy flashbacks.

You can use it to describe landscapes, people, sounds, smells and more.

Here are some examples describing people—their looks, smells and voices.
Under each sentence, I’ll point out what the reader learns about the PoV
character’s background.

The man reeked like a stray dog on a rainy day.

Mary is familiar with how wet dogs smell. She probably has dogs, or had
dogs in the past.

The man smelled musty, like clothes that had been too long in the washing
machine before drying.

Mary is experienced at doing laundry, and isn’t always efficient about it.

Her voice sounded like a worn-out bagpipe.

Mary has heard a lot of bagpipes, including live, not just recordings.

Her voice sounded like a church organ warming up.

Mary goes—or used to go—to church, either occasionally or regularly.

He stuttered like a washing machine near the end of its cycle.

Mary has done a lot of washing with a washing machine.

She had a smooth, smoky voice, like a late-night radio presenter.

Mary listens to late-night radio, which suggests she is—or used to be—
often up late at night, perhaps a shift worker or an insomniac.

He had a voice like a sergeant major on parade.

Mary has heard sergeant majors, including on parade, which suggests
military experience.

HOW TO CONSTRUCT SIMILES
The easiest way to form a simile is with the word ‘like’.



… looks like…

…. sounds like….

… smells like ….

…tastes like …

…. moves like ….

... feels like…

… shaped like…

Another good one is using ‘as…as’:

…as tall as…

…as sour as…

… as small as…

… as pretty as…

… as dark as …

… as loud as…

You can also use ‘than’:

… taller than…

… more sour than…

… smaller than…

… prettier than…

… darker than …

… louder than…

To vary the rhythm, create a simile with ‘as if’.

For example:

The storm sounded as if someone was slapping wet sheets against the wall.

He looked as pale as if he had just risen from the dead.

WHAT NOT TO DO



In deep PoV, use similes which compare things to something from the
character’s experience—not to something from your experience. That
would make the simile clumsy and jolt the reader out of the PoV
experience.

Avoid similes other people have already used. ‘Dull as ditchwater’ and
‘white as the fallen snow’ are so common, they would make your writing
dull, predictable and clichéd. Invent your similes.

EXAMPLES FROM A MASTER
Noir author Raymond Chandler was a master at creating fresh similes.

The general spoke again, slowly, using his strength as carefully as an out-
of-work showgirl uses her last pair of good stockings.

The PoV character is familiar with showgirls, including those down on their
luck.

He looked like a bouncer who had come into money.

The PoV character is familiar with bouncers, and he has experienced how
people change when they come into money.

The white carpet that went from wall to wall looked like fresh fall of snow at
Lake Arrowhead.

This PoV character has been to Lake Arrowhead.

ASSIGNMENT

1. Look at a draft you’ve written, and find a spot where the PoV
character experiences something new (perhaps a new place or a new
person). Describe an aspect of this new experience by comparing it
with something from the PoV’s previous experience.

2. Visualise the scene you’re going to write next. What could you
describe with a simile from the PoV character’s experience?



CHAPTER 13

WHAT DOES THE POV
CHARACTER LOOK LIKE?

When you’re writing a story in deep PoV, you can’t describe their
appearance from an outsider’s perspective.

Mary was a slender girl of athletic build, with an untidy mane of auburn
hair, green eyes, a pale complexion and a scattering of freckles on her nose
and cheeks.

This kind of description works in other forms of writing, but not in Deep
PoV. Any description of what Mary looks like would kick the reader out of
Mary’s mind.

New writers often struggle with this. “But the reader needs to know what
Mary looks like!” they wail. “I must describe her.”

Actually, you don’t have to. Most readers aren’t particularly interested in
Mary’s appearance. They care about what Mary feels and does, not what
she looks like. Whether Mary’s eyes are green or blue, whether she has
freckles on her cheeks or only on her nose, doesn’t matter for the story.

Simply leave out the description, and tell the story from Mary’s perspective.
Describe the looks of the people she meets, but not Mary herself. The few
readers who want to see Mary’s looks will fill in the details from their
imagination.

Some stories, however, need clues about the PoV character’s body shape
and looks. If the story is about Mary’s resolve to become a photo model
despite not having the minimum height the modelling agencies require, then
the reader obviously needs to know how tall Mary is. In this type of story
Mary’s freckles and auburn hair also play a role.

If your historical novel begins with how Mary can’t find a husband because
she’s so ugly, then the reader needs to know what kind of ‘ugly’. Is her face
disfigured by a huge birthmark or by smallpox scars? Does she have a big
pointy nose or crooked teeth?



If the PoV character’s looks play a role in the plot, establish them as early
as possible, but give only those details the reader needs to know. Do this
without ‘telling’ the reader what she looks like. Instead, weave the details
subtly into the story.

SUBTLE TECHNIQUES
Here are some tricks how you can give the reader a clue about the PoV
character’s appearance.

1. Involve the character’s looks in the action.

For example, if Mary is unusually tall or short, you could write:

Mary ducked through the door.

Mary reached up to flick on the light.

This will plant a perception in the reader’s mind. Although it’s theoretically
possible that this particular door is low, or that this light switch is high up,
the reader’s natural assumption is that they’re normal, and Mary acts like
this because of her height.

The most discreet way to present a clue is to incorporate it in a list of
actions:

Mary pulled on her coat, tied her long mane into a ponytail, grabbed her
bag and raced down the stairs.

2. Let the PoV character gaze into the mirror.

When Mary looks into the mirror, she obviously sees herself, which means
the reader can see her without leaving her mind. Give her a reason to look
into the mirror—perhaps she’s applying make-up or styling her hair. A male
character may shave.

A word of warning about this technique: The mirror is such a convenient
device that it’s been overused, especially in Romance fiction, so use it
sparingly. Don’t jump to mirror alternatives such as shop windows, water
surfaces and polished tables, because those tend to feel contrived.



3. The PoV character chooses clothes, make-up or accessories to suit
her looks.

Perhaps Mary decides which of her gowns to wear for the ball, or maybe
she’s in a fashion shop choosing a t-shirt.

Mary chose the emerald brocade gown that matched her eyes.

Mary tossed top after top on the reject pile. They all made her look like a
fat frump. At last, she found one that was almost slimming: a black bodice
with lace sleeves.

This technique works better for females than for males—although of course
it depends on the individual character.

4. Let other people react to the appearance.

When other people see Mary, they may react in some way. If possible, show
their responses through facial expressions, tone of voice or posture shifts.

The sailors stared as if they had never seen a woman with violet hair
before.

When Mary pulled off her veil, John’s face fell and he paled.

5. Let another character comment on the PoV’s appearance.

“What are those big ears of yours good for if you can’t even listen?” her
father grumbled.

“I wish my hair was as long as yours,” Suzie said.

“Wear the hoop earrings,” Suzie suggested. “With your long dark hair,
you’ll look like a gypsy.”

“Are you eating properly?” her mother asked. “You’re getting thinner
every day.”

6. Let the character mentally compare her own appearance with
someone else’s.

She knew she looked like a younger version of her aunt—the same emerald
eyes, the same unruly auburn hair—but she hoped she would never develop
the older woman’s arrogance.



Mary watched her younger sister and wished she had the same petite figure
and slender waist.

All three were tall and slim, so they could swap clothes.

7. Give the character a reason to think about her appearance.

This feels natural in deep PoV. Indeed, it can come across stilted or clunky
in other forms of writing, but in deep PoV it feels just right. However, make
sure the character doesn’t dwell on her appearance all the time, unless she’s
obsessed with her looks.

When Mary passed a bunch of handsome youths, she grew acutely aware of
her dishevelled appearance. If only she had taken the time to brush out her
long auburn mane! Why didn’t she wear the smart brocade jacket that
flattered her pale complexion and brought out the green in her eyes?

ASSIGNMENT
Consider the story you’re currently plotting, writing or revising. What does
the reader need to know about the PoV character’s appearance? Find a way
to mention these details discreetly on the first page. (If there’s nothing the
reader needs to know, don’t mention anything.)



CHAPTER 14

BODY LANGUAGE
If you’re used to writing fiction in omniscient (god-like, all-seeing) or
shallow PoV, you may have to unlearn some habits.

SHOW ONLY WHAT THE POV SEES, HEARS, FEELS
Show the PoV character’s body language only if she can see or feel it. Let’s
say Mary feels embarrassed, and she blushes.

Mary’s cheeks reddened.

This would jolt the reader out of the PoV, because Mary can’t see her own
face go red.

Mary’s cheeks heated.

This sentence stays in Mary’s experience, because she can feel her face
grow hot.

Avoid any kind of body language the PoV character can’t see, hear or feel,
such as these:

Mary’s face paled.

Mary’s eyes widened.

Mary’s eyes glistened with tears.

The colour drained from Mary’s face.

With practice, you’ll soon get the hang of this.

SHOW ONLY WHAT THE POV IS AWARE OF
Show the PoV character’s body language only if she is aware of it.

Many body language cues, especially gestures, movements and posture
shifts could be seen by the character—but she wouldn’t be aware of them in
this particular situation. If she’s not aware of them, leave them out,
otherwise the PoV becomes shallow.



Let’s say Mary watches her lover in a fight to the death in the arena. Her
anxiety and tension are extreme, and she perches on the edge of a stone
bench, leaning forward, with the knuckles of both fists pressed against her
chin.

You may want to show her anxiety and tension with this sentence:

Mary perched on the edge of the stone bench, leaning forward, with the
knuckles of both fists pressed against her chin.

This is a good sentence—but it’s not Deep PoV. Hypothetically, Mary could
be aware that she’s sitting like this—but not when her full attention is on
her lover’s fight. Mary is so focused on the action in the arena, she won’t
waste a thought on the position of her buttocks on the bench.

Most body language is unintentional. It just happens, and we’re not aware
of it. This means that you can’t use it in deep PoV. For newcomers to Deep
PoV, this restriction poses a major challenge.

Of course, you can still use body language. You just need to choose
carefully what to show and in what situation.

HOW TO USE BODY LANGUAGE IN DEEP POV
Show the PoV’s body language if she can see, hear or feel it.

This includes visceral reactions.

Sweat trickled down Mary’s sides.

Mary’s cheeks heated.

Mary’s throat tightened.

Mary’s words came out as a hoarse whisper.

Careful: don’t give detailed descriptions of these visceral reactions unless
the PoV character dwells on the sensation.

Show body language when the PoV character is using it deliberately.

Mary squared her shoulders and raised her chin.

Mary leaped from the chair and slammed her fist on the table.

Mary stomped out of the room, banging the door behind her.



Of course, you can show the other characters’ body language—and indeed,
you may use a lot of it. More about this in the next chapter.

ASSIGNMENT
Consider a scene draft you’ve written, or a scene you’re planning to write.
What are the PoV’s feelings during this scene? How does the PoV’s body
language express these emotions? Which of these body language cues can
the PoV see, and which of these is she aware of? When you apply these
criteria, you will probably find that only a small number of body language
cues remain. Find a way to write them creatively so they really count.



CHAPTER 15

WHAT DO THE OTHER
CHARACTERS FEEL?

In Deep PoV, you can’t tell the reader what a non-PoV character thinks and
feels—but you can show it. Here are two powerful techniques.

DIALOGUE
The character simply says what’s on their mind.

Let’s say you want to convey that Mary’s companion John is impatient. You
don’t need to say he’s impatient. His own words convey this clearly.

“How much longer do you need?” John asked. “Please hurry up.”

Let’s say John is frightened.

“I don’t like this,” John said. “Are you sure it’s safe?”

BODY LANGUAGE
Since the PoV character sees the other person’s body language, you can
show it. This is an effective technique, and you may want to use it a lot in
your Deep PoV stories. Show gestures, posture, facial expressions and tone
of voice. If your PoV character is an observant person, you can show a lot
of body language.

Let’s take the example of impatient John again. You could use one of these
sentences, and the reader would know:

John drummed his fingers on the table.

John’s feet jiggled and bounced.

John glanced at his watch.

Please note: there’s no need to add a commentary from the PoV’s
perspective. This version would be unnecessarily wordy as well as shallow:
Mary realised that John was impatient because he glanced at his watch.



If John is frightened, you might provide a body language cue like this:

John’s voice was high and hysterical.

John’s face grew ashen and his hands shook.

John raised a trembling hand.

ADVANCED TECHNIQUE
If you’re a skilled writer, you can create interesting effects when the non-
PoV character’s body language contradicts his words.

Here are some examples:

“No need to hurry.” John drummed his fingers on the table.

John glanced at his watch. “Take all the time you need.”

“I can wait,” John assured her. His feet jiggled and bounced.

John’s face grew ashen and his hands shook. “I’m not frightened.”

“I’m not frightened.” John’s voice was high and hysterical.

ASSIGNMENT
Take the scene you’re currently working on (either writing or revising), and
think about the emotions of the non-PoV characters. What do these people
feel? How are their emotions displayed in body language cues? Write
several sentences to insert where appropriate.



CHAPTER 16

WHAT GOES ON ELSEWHERE IN
THE WORLD?

In omniscient (god-like) PoV you can tell the reader what’s happening in
another home, in another town or another part of the world... but in Deep
PoV you can show only what goes on where the PoV character is.

However, sometimes you may want to give your reader a glimpse of the
outside world—perhaps to foreshadow future events, to hint at the
character’s naïveté, or to drive the plot forward.

Don’t leave the PoV to feed information to the reader. Instead, let the PoV
character receive the information.

DEVICES FOR PASSING INFORMATION TO THE
CHARACTER
Choose whichever works naturally for your story and the situation:

Phone calls, letters, texts, emails, tweets

Media (television, newspaper, magazine, radio, blogs, online news
etc.)

Dialogue (including conversations, interrogations, rumours and
gossip)

HOW TO USE THE DEVICES
Mention the event in passing by inserting it briefly and casually into
something more important.

Let’s say you want to plant a hint in the reader’s mind that war is imminent,
but Mary is so obsessed with her new date John that she doesn’t pay
attention to politics.

You could write a paragraph like this:



Mary flicked through the TV channels. Peace talks failed, reality show
contestants evicted, more bad weather on the way. Why didn’t John return
her text?

or

At last Mary found the article she was looking for. Squeezed between an
interview about new jobs created at the local armaments factory and an
advertisement for careers in the army was a tiny paragraph about John’s
appointment to school governor.

You can apply the same ‘casual mention’ technique when people are
talking.

Mary scratched her head. “What shall we buy for John’s birthday?”

“He needs something to cheer him up,” Suzie suggested. “Because of his
wife... Don’t tell anyone that I told you, but John’s wife is having an affair
with his boss. Maybe a bottle of whisky...? Or something for his garden?”

Mary glanced at the photo album. “Is that Suzie? She looks different.”

“Well, this was before she had the nose job. Didn’t you know? Her first
husband was a cosmetic surgeon. But look at John in this picture, how
he...”

Another method is to switch to a different PoV for a scene. In Chapter 17
I’ll show you how to do this while maintaining Deep PoV.

ASSIGNMENT
Think of a piece of information you want to convey to the reader. How
could the PoV character receive it?



CHAPTER 17

WORD CHOICES
How does your POV character talk? Does he speak in complex sentences
with carefully chosen phrases, or does he use a limited vocabulary of simple
words?

Reflect this in your writing style.

This doesn’t mean writing exactly the way the character would talk.
Attempting this would probably lead to poor writing. Simply allow your
writing style to be influenced by the way the PoV character speaks.

WHAT TO CONSIDER FOR THIRD PERSON POV
When telling a story in Third Person (Mary did such-and-such with her so-
and-so), you need to write in your own voice rather than the characters.
However, you can deepen the PoV by merging the two.

How old is this character?
A child has a limited vocabulary consisting of short words. A six-year-old
wouldn’t think ‘A stunning camellia dominated the garden with its
vermilion flowers’ but ‘The bush had pretty red flowers’.

I wouldn’t advise writing the story completely in a six-year-old’s language.
Just avoid long words and sophisticated phrasing.

How educated is this character?
The more educated the character, the wider is his vocabulary, and the more
complex his sentences. For example, a college professor talks differently
than a high school dropout. With a college professor PoV, I suggest you pay
attention to correct syntax, while with the high school dropout you can
occasionally bend grammar rules to reflect colloquial use.

But don’t overdo it. A whole novel consisting of complicated sentences
with multi-syllabic words would be so difficult to read that most readers
would stop, while a book with a narrow endlessly repeated vocabulary and



poor grammar will put many readers off. Just use the PoV character’s
education level to flavour your writing style.

What’s this character’s native language?
When writing about foreign characters, you face a dilemma. The PoV
probably thinks in his native language, but the reader wouldn’t understand
that. You can simply ‘translate’ everything into English, and that is often
the best solution. You could also include a few words from the PoV’s native
language—but this can feel stilted, because it’ll appear like he’s flipping
between two modes of thought. Inserting common phrases in the character’s
native language is also possible, but often seems hackneyed.

Since you probably encounter the same ‘problem’ when writing dialogue, I
suggest you apply whatever you decided to do about the character’s
dialogue to the narrative. This will make the writing consistent.

Don’t write dialect, or use foreign grammatical structures, to get across the
PoV’s native language. You can use those (sparingly) in dialogue, but I
advise against using them in narrative.

If the PoV character is a native English speaker, it can be a good idea to use
words and phrases typical of his kind of English. This will reflect his
linguistic background without putting the reader off. For example, if he’s a
Scot, you can use the word ‘bairn’ for ‘child’.

If the PoV character is American, use American words, and if he’s British,
use the British equivalents. For example, the American PoV would notice
an elevator, while the Briton sees a lift. To the American, it’s fall, but to a
Briton it’s autumn.

This guideline is easy to apply if your whole novel is in one PoV. If you
switch between PoVs, some of whom are British and others American, you
have to decide whether to switch between British and American grammar
and spelling as well, or to keep those consistent throughout the book. Yet
more complications arise when writing historical fiction set in a period
when American characters used what is now considered British English.
(And when it comes to Australian and Canadian English and other variants,
the matter gets more complicated still.)



There is no ‘rule’ what to do in those cases. Just make a considered choice,
and stick with it.

WHAT TO CONSIDER FOR FIRST PERSON POV
When telling a story in First Person (I did such-and-such with my so-and-
so), you need to write in that character’s voice. It’s as if the character is
writing the story. Sometimes you can write exactly like the character would
—with the character’s word choices, syntax, habit words, and accent. At
other times, this isn’t possible, for example when writing from a cat’s PoV.
(Miaow, meeeeow, meeow!)

The same considerations apply as for Third Person (age, education,
language), but to a much larger extent. I recommend using as much of the
character’s voice as possible, but modifying it with your own as far as
necessary to make it easy to read.

EXAMPLES
I’ve chosen three examples from my own stories to illustrate how the PoV
character’s voice can influence the author’s voice.

Here’s a paragraph from my Third-Person story, By Your Own Free Will.
The PoV character Marian is a career woman who prides herself on her
intelligence and education. Note how I used the words ‘assistance’
‘circular’ and ‘luminous’ instead of ‘help’, ‘round’ and ‘bright’.

The witch dragged the table and one of the couches to the room’s edge,
waving away Marian’s offer of assistance. In their place, she unrolled a
large circular rug of black felt, painted with a five-pointed star in luminous
green paint.

The following is the opening paragraph of my short story, Burning, in the
PoV of a seven-year-old in First Person. In one of the early drafts I used a
child’s language, but this didn’t work because it didn’t convey the
complexity of the plot and didn’t appeal to my adult audience. So I
compromised. I kept the language simpler than an adult’s, but more
complex than a real seven-year-old’s. ‘Frolicking’ and ‘appetising’ are the
most complicated words.



Supper was bangers and mash with mushy peas. Mum had promised me the
glossy calendar photo for November - lambs frolicking around Camber
Castle - but only if I ate up every meal this month. I disliked greasy
bangers, I despised mash, and I hated mushy peas, but I wanted that
picture, and it was only the ninth. Half-listening to my parents’ grown-up
talk about the need for a new church, I stirred the peas into the mash.
Instead of becoming more appetising, the meal now looked like a vomit
puddle around dog turds.

The next excerpt is from my story, Scruples. The PoV—First Person again
—is a mediaeval steward. I had to decide how mediaeval to make the
language of the narrative of this story. The way this man would have
written in 1287 would have been near incomprehensible to readers, so I
chose modern English, but used some phrases a modern man would not use.

Wind whines against the walls and rattles the shutters. This year of Our
Lord 1287 has brought more storms than I have seen in my life.

ASSIGNMENT
What are the characteristics of your story PoV character’s voice? Identify at
least one aspect which could influence your writing style for that work.



CHAPTER 18

SWITCHING POV
Deep PoV is most powerful if the reader remains in the same person’s mind
throughout the whole story. This approach—called Single Deep PoV—
works well for most novels and almost all short stories.

However, some fiction needs different perspectives. For example, a novel
may follow the fate of a family over several generations, or a short story
may show the same event through the eyes of three different people.

Many modern thrillers insert sections from the serial killer’s PoV between
the main narrative from the investigator’s PoV.

You can encompass several perspectives in Deep PoV—this is called ‘Serial
Deep PoV’—but you need to know how.

Each time you leave one character’s mind and enter another’s, the reader
will get a jolt. The reader was that person, and suddenly she gets kicked out
of the experience. She’ll feel disoriented, bereft, even resentful. It will take
her a while to settle into the new PoV.

Your job as an author is to make this transition as easy as possible for the
reader.

ONE POV AT A TIME
Treat each section of your book as a separate story, told from the
perspective of one character. Don’t mix them up. Readers may be in Mary’s
PoV during Chapter 1, and in John’s during Chapter 2, but never in both at
once.

If possible, decide beforehand which PoV suits which section best. If you’re
a plotter, you may want to plan which scene will be in which PoV. If writing
by the seat of your pants, choose the PoV before starting the next scene.

WHEN TO SWITCH



This is the most important question: at what point do you leave one
character’s PoV to enter another?

Since the PoV switch will remove the reader from the experience, choose a
point where many readers remove from the experience anyway—the end of
a section or of a chapter.

Readers typically finish a chapter before putting the book down to return to
their chores or to go to sleep. When they pick the book up again, they need
some time to settle into the PoV. At this stage, it doesn’t matter much if it’s
a different PoV than before.

Chapter endings are ideal places to switch PoV. The new chapter simply
starts with the new PoV—it’s that simple.

In long novels with several parts, you can switch PoV when the new part
begins. This will feel natural to readers, most of whom have probably taken
a break before starting the next part.

You may even be able to label the parts with the PoV’s name. This is a
popular device for long novels:

Part 1 - Mary

Part 2 - John

Part 3 - Isabella

Delay the PoV switch until a natural break. A novel part or a chapter is
ideal. If you need to switch sooner, wait until a scene break. When one
scene has finished, there’s a scene end marker (usually an asterisk), and
then the next scene is in the new PoV.

There’s no law forbidding PoV switches in mid-scene, but they spoil the
reader’s intense experience, and the PoV becomes shallow.

I don’t like telling other writers what they must never do, but here’s
something I earnestly advise you to avoid. Don’t switch PoV in the middle
of a sentence or of a paragraph.

Here’s an example of what not to do:

Mary’s stomach churned at the sight, and John wondered why her blue eyes
were darkening.



ESTABLISH THE NEW POV
Help the reader. Show that the story is now in a different PoV, and make it
clear who it is.

Do this immediately—in the first sentence of the new chapter! Then do it
again a few lines down, to settle the reader in the new PoV.

How can you show this? Here are a few suggestions.

Use physical experiences
This is the same technique we’ve used to establish the PoV at the start of
the story.

Icy wind stung John’s cheeks.

John marched down the slope, each step sending a jolt of pain through his
injured knee.

Use a word of introspection
Tell the reader what John thinks, and the reader knows it’s John’s PoV.

Use a word like think, know, wonder, realise, hope, feel, sense consider,
assess, estimate, decide or similar.

Caution: these are ‘barrier’ words. Used elsewhere in the story, they erect a
wall between the reader and the experience. I recommend using them
sparingly, and only to guide the reader after switching PoV.

STICK TO ALL FIRST, OR ALL THIRD
When alternating between PoVs, it will feel most natural to the reader if
everything is in Third Person, or everything is in First.

If the different PoVs are all in Third Person, they require little mental
adjustment.

A series of First Person PoV sections also makes sense, because the reader
perceives it as several people each stating their case.

However, if one PoV is in Third Person and the other is in First, the reader’s
reaction is ‘Huh?’ It just doesn’t make sense... unless the plot provides the



reason, such as the Third Person PoV character reading the diary of the
First Person character.

I advise against mixing First and Third... but please don’t treat this as a rule,
because for your story the approach may work. In the thriller genre,
alternating First and Third Person has become a bit of a trend, and some of
those books have become bestsellers, so clearly the readers don’t object.
Just consider the drawbacks before you set your story on this path.

TWIST ENDINGS
You can use a PoV switch to create a twist in the tale. Twist-ending stories
are popular with some markets, including many women’s magazines.

Show the situation from Mary’s perspective, and the reader will share her
view. Then, for the final scene, you switch to John’s PoV. The reader
realises that Mary was mistaken and the situation was not at all like what
she thought.

This leads your readers to question their own perspectives, and can inspire
them to get more information and take a wider view before judging,
condemning or giving up.

Use the PoV switch to convey a message. To be meaningful, the switch
needs to reveal a new perspective and make the reader think.

Don’t simply reveal that the PoV isn’t who the reader thought it was. That
sort of thing leaves the reader feeling cheated, disappointed, angry.

Many writers pen First Person stories in which they set the reader up to
think that the PoV is a woman (wears long hair in ponytail, works as a
nurse) and in the last paragraph they switch PoV to reveal that the nurse is a
long-haired bloke. Or the other way round: the plumber who wears
dungarees, swears like a trooper and guzzles beer on the building site turns
out to be female.

Or the perceived little boy turns out to be a dog, or the presumed long-
suffering lover is actually the mother. There’s no ‘rule’ against writing such
stories—but don’t expect them to be selected for publication. They simply
don’t have enough purpose. (Around 1915, a gender surprise ending still



made readers think and question their assumptions—but in 2015 it only
makes readers shrug.)

When I was editing newspapers and magazines, I selected many short
stories for publication, including twist-enders. Unfortunately, many stories
had no purpose other than misleading the reader. ‘Got you, hahahah!’ As an
editor, I wanted to give my readers a satisfying experience, not a frustrating
one, so I rejected those tales.

Sometimes it felt like every writer in the country was penning tales about
‘this mason is a female, got you, hahaha!’

At the end of this book I share a story in which I changed PoV. In Ten Sixty-
Six I switch repeatedly between Brel the archer and Harold the king.

ASSIGNMENT

1. Take a novel you’ve read which uses Serial Deep PoV, and identify
where the PoV changes.
If you can’t find one, use my story, Ten Sixty-Six for this exercise.

2. Decide if the project you’re currently writing, planning or revising
should have Single Deep PoV (giving most intense experience) or
Serial Deep PoV (giving a wider perspective). If you opt for Serial
Deep PoV, plan where you’ll switch.



CHAPTER 19

RETELLING MYTHS
Take a well-known story, show it from a different character’s perspective,
and you have a powerful new work of fiction.

Your take will surprise your readers, and depending on your approach, it
may amuse or disturb them. Either way, it will make them think.

Reinterpreting stories from different perspectives is a great strategy if you
want your stories to carry a message and create impact.

Try telling the tale from the PoV of the villain. What reasons did he have to
act the way he did? Once you consider his perspective, his actions will
suddenly make sense. You may discover that he was not evil or selfish, but
honourable, self-sacrificing and brave. Earlier storytellers maligned him. He
may even have been a victim of propaganda—it’s up to you to set the
record straight.

From the new perspective, the hero’s supposedly noble deeds may suddenly
appear selfish and false. He may have been an opportunist, a coward and a
cheat, who took advantage of other people’s good faith and then employed
spin doctors to glorify him and spread his version. Ask your PoV character
what the ‘hero’ was really like—I bet he’ll tell you!

Besides villains, you could also focus on the victims. Many classical myths
originated in a male-dominated society, where women were viewed as
chattels. The main role of females in those stories was that of damsels in
distress whom the male hero could rescue. Were they really as passive and
helpless as we’re led to believe? Perhaps the damsel only pretended
vulnerability and was really an undercover detective, political agitator or
spy.

A minor character from the original story can also become the PoV of your
version. In this case, the story’s focus will change, and the former main plot
will become a mere subplot, while the PoV’s goals and concerns take centre
stage.



You can apply this strategy for any well-known story. Take a fairy-tale, a
myth, a story from the Bible, a classic of literature. Choose a character,
think about how they experienced the unfolding events and why they acted
as they did, and write the tale from their PoV.

I’ve retold many myths from the perspective of the supposed victims and
villains. At the end of this book, I’ll show you what I did with a well-known
fairy-tale.

To see how authors have created whole novels based on well-known tales,
you may want to read Lady Macbeth by Susan Fraser King which is a
female, historically authentic perspective contrasting Shakespeare’s famous
play, or Wide Sargasso Sea by Jean Rhys, which gives the perspective of the
madwoman in the attic from Charlotte Brontë’s novel Jane Eyre.

CONSIDER THE COPYRIGHT
You can’t just take another author’s story and rewrite it. Copyright laws are
complex. As a general guideline, you can use any story in the public
domain, and this includes traditional fairy-tales, ancient myths, stories from
the Bible and any work of fiction if the copyright has expired. The
copyright expiration varies from country to country, but is usually seventy
years after the author’s death. The works of authors like Homer, Geoffrey
Chaucer, William Shakespeare and Charlotte Brontë are available for
retellings. You may want to search the online archives of Project Gutenberg,
because they collect only works with expired copyright. If in doubt, get
legal advice or simply pick another story.

HOW FAMILIAR IS THIS TALE?
The difficulty with reinterpreting myths is that the story needs to work for
two different audiences—those who’re familiar with the original, and those
who are not.

The first group will understand what you’re doing, consider the differences
between your version and the original, feel their horizons widening, and
appreciate nuances. The other group need a story that can stand on its own,
without the context of the original, otherwise they’ll be bewildered and lose
interest.



Don’t assume that everyone knows the stories you grew up with. Your
readers will come from different parts of the world, and each culture has its
own myths and fairy-tales. Even readers in the same country may have had
a different upbringing and simply not know the stories.

Unless the story is for a specific market—say, a magazine devoted to the
culture of ancient Greece whose subscribers are all college-educated
mythology buffs—you need to make it work for both audiences.

ORIGINALITY
Don’t count on being the only one to retell the story from Cinderella’s sister
or from Snow White’s stepmother. Having a cool idea is not enough. Your
story needs to stand out by its quality and its original approach to the topic.
The PoV character’s motivation is the key to success.

ASSIGNMENT
When you were a child, what was your favourite fairy-tale? Which of the
characters might have a different view of the events? Probe that character’s
perspective and motivation, and write a short story from this PoV.



CHAPTER 20

OTHER FORMS OF POV
Although Deep PoV is the best choice for many stories, it is not the only
one.

Here are some other options. You don’t need to try them, just be aware that
they exist. One of them may be just right for a future story.

OMNISCIENT POV
This is the god-like perspective, looking into everyone’s heart and soul,
seeing everything that goes on in the world, even in the future.

Omniscient PoV follows one character for a few paragraphs, then another,
and in between it makes statements about the whole world. It may even
deliver historical information or spell out the author’s moral comments.

Here are some sentences that fit only into Omniscient PoV:

Lady Amelia thought all was lost, but unbeknown to her, rescue was already
on the way.

All over the world, the undead were rising at the same time.

Penicillin could have saved Sir Ethelbert, but it was not discovered yet.

Of course, sinners always get punished in the end, and this case was no
exception, as readers are going to find out soon.

It was popular with readers in the Victorian age who loved moralising
messages. Most modern readers prefer the intense of experience of Deep
PoV. However, for some stories, Omniscient PoV is perfect.

In the hands of an unskilled writer, Omniscient PoV often becomes head-
hopping. To make it work, stay in each character’s perspective for a short
time, avoid changing the PoV in mid-paragraph, and insert at least one PoV-
neutral sentence before you enter the next character’s head.

CINEMATIC POV



This is like a video camera, not a person. It sees everything—but only from
the outside, not inside anyone’s head or heart, and it doesn’t judge or
evaluate. This allows great plot flexibility, but may not bring great intensity
or emotional involvement.

FLY-ON-THE-WALL POV
Here, the PoV is a person, and in only one place, but somehow is not
involved in the action and has no stake in the outcome. It is rare, but can be
useful for stories where an unemotional witness reports how terrifying
events unfolded.

DETACHED POV
This is dry, factual reporting in an objective (or pseudo-objective) style,
such as a newspaper article, bulletin or official report. Horrific events
reported in this unemotional manner can be chilling to read.

SINGLE LIMITED POV
This is almost the same as Deep PoV—but without the depth. The reader is
inside one character’s head throughout the whole story, but doesn’t become
the character. The reading experience is less intense. This form was popular
in the 20th century, before authors discovered the power of Deep PoV.
When 20th century writers talked about ‘PoV’ they usually meant Single
Limited PoV. Any story which works in Single Limited PoV will probably
have more power in Single Deep PoV.

SERIAL LIMITED POV
This is also called Multiple Limited PoV. The reader is inside one character
at a time—one character after another, never several at once, but not deep
enough to create a full experience. If you want to immerse your readers,
Serial Deep PoV is a better choice.

Please note: you may see these forms of PoV referred to by other names in
books, in classes and on websites. Don’t let this confuse you: the
terminology matters little. What counts is the effect the PoV has on your
readers.



ASSIGNMENT
Do you have an idea for a story which would work well in Omniscient PoV,
or one of the other PoV forms?



SAMPLE STORY

TEN SIXTY-SIX
Here’s a short historical story about an important battle in British history
which took place close to where I live. Initially, I wrote this story from just
one PoV, that of a Norman archer. It was an okay story, but not great. For
this version, I used two perspectives, switching PoV repeatedly between
Brel the Norman archer and Harold the Saxon king, and the story gained
power and impact. I also inserted one short section in Omniscient PoV. As
you read, observe where the PoV changes.

Brel stands, his legs braced, his posture bow-string tight, and waits for the
signal to shoot. He hears the breaths of his comrades in the front line, and
the clanking of infantry and mounted knights behind him.

On the hill, the Saxon enemy are regrouping, shouldering their bloodied
axes and linking their shields. The muscles in Brel’s arm quiver from the
continued tension, and still the command does not come. The wind is
favourable, so why the delay? What is the Duke planning?

The conquest of England is likely to be Brel’s last campaign. His ageing
arms tire when he bends the bow, his gout-gnarled fingers hurt when he
draws the string, and dimming eyesight has sapped his accuracy. Soon, he’ll
have to beg for his bread in the streets.

His life has lasted longer than most, but what does he have to show for it?
The comrades of his youth are slain, so no one will recall his once awesome
prowess with the bow. He has fathered no child, so his blood won’t live on.
He has performed no single mighty deed, so no bards will preserve his
name in song.

As a youth, he thought that by fighting in a mighty battle he would change
the course of history. Boyish dreams.

His gouty shoulders ache with the effort of keeping the bow in position and
the drawn string tight. The sweat of exertion drenches his jerkin despite the
autumn chill.

“Second row!” the sergeant barks. “You will use plunging fire.”



Plunging fire? Arrows shot upwards in a high arc so they rain on the enemy
from above - a great strategy if the enemy is below, or at least on the same
level. But the Saxons are up on the ridge. It’s hard enough to send arrows
straight at their front. An upwards curve to cover that distance will never...

“Second row only, plunging fire,” the sergeant orders. “First and third,
shoot straight. Get ready.”

The leader decides, the sergeant commands, the soldier obeys. Brel adjusts
his posture, raises his bow, and angles the arrow for the impossible path.

“Shoot!”

Brel pulls tighter still, releases and sends the arrow flying high into the air.
He watches it rise and travel a strong, straight path north, where it will
descend onto the Saxons on their hill. A fine shot, and the wind is in its
favour.

No time to dwell. Next arrow, next shot, next. Half of an archer’s skill lies
in his speed. Brel used to be fast.

He shoots arrow after arrow, a meaningless, mechanical motion which
makes no difference.

*

Brel’s arrow snaps from the bow, rises in a high arc joined by hundreds of
others, climbs higher above the sloping meadow, higher, higher. All the
time it goes north, travelling further than most of the others, intent on
reaching the front Saxon line. When its speed is spent, it tilts, turns sharply
with its steel tip pointing earthwards, and descends, gaining new strength in
its fall.

The Saxons hold their shields before them, deflecting most of the arrows
that come straight at them. They don’t see the simultaneous attack from
above until it’s too late.

*

King Harold sees the sky-darkening arrow cloud. When the arrows fall in a
piercing rain, he brings up his round shield.

Too late. One fast arrow buries itself in Harold’s eye.



Screaming pain bores into his head. He staggers, vomits, falls.

His brother yells, “The King is down! The King!”

Crushed by agony, Harold fights to think. If his men see him down, the
battle is lost. England lost. He must stand. He must fight on. With the help
of his brother’s strong arm, he drags himself up.

He pulls at the arrow. A surge of hot pain...

Too late.

The Normans are upon them, mounted warriors, heavily armoured fighting
machines. Swords hack into Harold’s flesh.

*

Harold lies dying, mutilated by Norman steel, trampled by hooves, his
blood draining into the English soil. His life flashes before him. His loyal
brothers...his loving wife, their children... his new bride... the Vikings he
defeated only a few days ago... the long march to the south coast...the men
fighting with him, the elite huscarls and the common peasants... England,
England. With William the Bastard on the throne, history will change.
England will take a different course, so different...

*

Brel lies dying. Saxon axes have slashed off his thigh and cleaved his side,
and his blood seeps into the foreign soil. His life flashes before him. His
parents’ peasant hut... the recruiter coming to the village... the thrill of the
first battle... the lust for glory and fame... raucous youth... the tenderness of
first love... the companions of his middle age... all over, all gone. With his
last thought he wonders... What would it have been like had he left his mark
on history?



SAMPLE STORY

FOUR BONY HANDS
This is a well-known tale told from a different perspective. I enjoy
challenging readers’ perceptions of what they ‘know’ as right or wrong.
Observe how I gave the new PoV character strong motivation for what she
does.

It was February, the time of Imbolc, and frost painted ice flowers on the
window panes.

In the cosy warmth of her cottage in the clearing, Estelle munched freshly
baked gingerbread and sipped hot cinnamon tea. She was spreading her
tarot cards – The Knight of Wands: an unexpected visitor; the Five of
Chalices: unseen danger – when she became aware of movements outside.

Sparrows and blacktits fluttered up from the windowsill. A moment later, a
wee fist scooped the oatflakes Estelle had sprinkled there.

She jumped up and dashed out of the door. She caught the offender, a boy
of five or six who trembled in her grip.

“What do you think, stealing the food from the hungry birds?” she scolded.

The laddie just stared, wide-eyed. He wore neither hat nor gloves, and his
fingers and nose were purple.

Intuitively, Estelle knew. “You’ve run away from home, haven’t you?”

A dirty girl crawled from under the bushes. “We’re not going back, never -
ever - ever!” she shouted. “And if you try to make us, I’ll bite you!”

“How many days have you been alone in the forest? You’re fair jeelit!
Come inside and get some warmth and food. Do you like gingerbread?”

*

Once inside, the children clutched their hands around steaming earthenware
mugs. They gobbled up apples, wholemeal bannock and gingerbread with a
desperation that made Estelle wonder if they’d ever been fed properly at
home. Both had the black-tinged aura of people traumatised by abuse.



“I’m Estelle. What are your names?” When she received no reply, she took
the boy’s icy hand. “Crivvens! You’re so thin! Your fingers are only skin
and bone.”

He pulled his hand away and hid it behind his back.

Astarte, the black cat, hissed. She didn’t like strangers.

For a long time, the boy stared at the steamed-up window, as if hypnotised
by the stained-glass picture hanging there. “That’s the devil.”

“It’s good to hear you have a voice to speak after all.” Estelle smiled. “That
isn’t the devil. He’s the Horned God of the forest. He’s wearing deer antlers.
But I’ll hide the picture if you don’t like it. ” She stood up and drew the tea-
dyed crochet curtains across the window.

“He’s the devil,” the boy insisted, staring at her with intense, blue,
madness-glazed eyes. “And you’re a witch.”

She gave him her standard reply: “If by ‘witch’ you mean ‘Wise Woman
with her Wits About Her’, I’ll wear that pointed hat gladly,” but he didn’t
seem to understand.

“I’ve seen witches on DVD.” He pointed his scrawny finger at the large
pentagram dangling on Estelle’s chest. “They all have these things, that’s
why I know.”

Estelle sighed. There was no point in explaining Wiccan beliefs to the boy.
For him, a witch was an evil magical creature who lived in a forest, together
with vampires, werewolves and whatnots.

“Watching DVDs is not good for you,” she said. She had opted out of media
consumerism long ago. “Have another piece of bannock.”

“You just want to fatten me up.”

“Well, you need fattening up, don’t you think? You’re as thin as a little
sparrow.”

Without warning, he kicked the cat. Astarte miaowed, hissed, curled her
back and glared at the boy with hatred.

“You shouldn’t do that,” Estelle reprimanded him. “Astarte hasn’t done
anything to you.”



“She’s a witch’s cat,” he said, as if that justified everything. And for good
measure, he kicked her again, this time so hard that her body hurled across
the stone-flagged floor. She howled and coiled into ball of raised fur under
the oven bench.

“That’s enough!” Estelle slammed a palm on the table. “You’re guests in
my home, and while you’re here, you behave. And if you don’t, I’ll take
you right back to your parents. Just see if I don’t!”

That silenced them.

Compassion and unease tugged at Estelle’s heart, pulled it in opposing
directions. She sensed an aura of aggression clinging to them like a bad
smell. But this was hardly their fault. They were wee bairns, victims of
abuse by family, society and media influence. Her pulse accelerated,
thudding in her chest and throat. She took belly breaths to calm her fears
and focused her attention on lighting beeswax candles. The honey fragrance
nearly succeeded in calming her.

All three sat in silence. Estelle waited for the water in big copper kettle to
simmer. The lassie held her hands squeezed between her thighs and refused
to meet Estelle’s eyes, while the boy’s blue pupils seethed with cold fire.

When the water had heated at last, Estelle filled the old-fashioned tin bath,
adding splashes of eucalyptus and ginger oil. She put both children in the
tub together. Their bodies were so thin their ribs showed, and their thighs
were flecked with purple bruises.

When Estelle saw the angry welts on the boy’s buttocks, pity overwhelmed
her and drove the dislike from her soul. “Losh!” She softened her voice.
“Did your father do that?”

“With his belt,” the girl said. “And if you make us go back, I’ll kill you.”
Her voice was hard.

“I won’t. You’ll stay with me for tonight, and tomorrow I’ll take you to…”

“We don’t want to stay. You can’t make us.”

“Oh yes, I can,” Estelle said, and pushed the door bolts in place. The upper
one was out of the children’s reach and would ensure they could not sneak



out at night. “It’s for your own good. Another night in the snell wind, and
you’d freeze to death.”

“Witch!” the boy yelled.

“Come here.” Estelle tried to rub them with the oven-warmed towel. The
girl fled the contact, and the boy kicked out, so she left them to dry
themselves.

“Time to sleep,” she said. “The bed is much nicer than the forest floor,
you’ll see.”

She owned a single bed. Her cottage was not equipped for visitors. She
decided that the children needed the comfort of the bed more than she did.
Perhaps she would spend the night awake, or else she could try to ease into
sleep while curling in the rocking chair. Tiredness gnawed at her brain.

She shook the crumbles of dried basil and lavender from her spare linen and
changed the sheets. She ushered the kids into the bed and tucked them in.
They lay side by side, stiff and brittle like sticks. Their hostility filled the
cottage like a bad odour.

She spoke a Wiccan blessing over them. “Sleep well.”

They did not reply.

As soon as she turned away, they started to whisper. They kept whispering a
long time, but always ceased as soon as she looked at them.

Estelle had intended to let the fire die down, sweep the embers aside and
use the oven to bake another batch of rye loaves overnight. But the children,
after Brigid knew how many days and nights in the Highland cold, would
need all the warmth they could get. She would keep the heat going for
them, building it to a cosy glaise. She opened the cast iron grate and fed
more logs into the hungry flames.

She would not be able to sleep in the overheated cottage, with or without
bed. She wrapped herself in her crochet blanket as a protection – against
what, she could not say. It was only for a single night.

She pitied the children, but could not like them. Perhaps, growing up in an
environment of abuse and violence, they simply had not had a chance to



learn about love and kindness. What they needed was sympathetic but firm
guidance. A foster family, perhaps. She would let them sleep in her home
for a night, and then – what?

She shoved a large chunk of a storm-felled tree into the oven’s domed
mouth. Then she spread the tarot, entreating the cards to tell her what to do.

First came the Emperor, symbol of authority, and it frightened her. The law
was still after her because she had damaged military property, sprayed
graffiti on a corrupt politician’s house, and hijacked a truck of sheep
destined for the slaughterhouse. As long as she stayed hidden in this
dilapidated forest cottage, she was safe. If she took the children into town
and handed them over to the authorities, someone would ask for her ID, and
she would lose her freedom.

She knew what the next cards would be even before she turned them. The
Wheel of Fortune, reversed. And finally, Death, signifying an ending or
loss.

The cat glanced up sympathetically.

“I’ll do what’s right,” Estelle decided at last. “Even if I lose everything. I
can’t let innocent bairns suffer.”

She fed the oven with resin-rich logs. The heat would melt the children’s
fears, and her own. The cat, sprawled on the bench by the oven, basked in
the glowing warmth.

Just when the fire was really hot, the children slid out of bed and sneaked
up to Estelle. Only Astarte’s sudden hiss alerted her.

“What’s the -”

Four bony hands clawed into Estelle’s flesh.

“Witch, witch!” the children cried. “Wicked witch!”

They pushed her towards the gaping door of the big, hungry oven.



SAMPLE STORY

ONLY A FOOL
Second Person PoV seldom works in fiction, but it brought this story to life.
The main character has low self-esteem, and she hears the critical inner
voice berating her constantly.

The clack-clack-clack of your heels echoes through the night-empty street.
The drizzle paints needle-streaks in the light of the fake Victorian lamps.
Already, the pavement grows slippery with roadside rubbish, rain and rotten
leaves. You should have called a taxi while you had the chance. Now it’s
too late. Around here, the payphones are vandalised.

You stop to consult your London A-Z in a street-lamp’s jaundiced glow,
bending low to shelter the pages from the rain. The map suggests a shortcut.
If you turn left into that alley, zigzag through the lanes, cut across the
wasteland, you’ll get home in under an hour.

Once you walked past that waste ground in daylight, and didn’t like it. At
night, you’ll like it even less, but the drizzle thickens and creeps into the
toes of your patent shoes. Why did you have to stay on at the party until
after the last bus? Stupid woman. Better get home now, fast.

You dip into the gap between the dark façades. The alley smells of rotten
fruit and piss. Two shattered windows wink.

Darkness folds around you.

Steps follow behind you in soft squeaks. When you glance over your
shoulder, a figure squeezes against a wall, as if hiding from your sight.

You’re a fool. Only a fool parties until after the last bus. Only a fool
hesitates over the cab fare. Only a fool reveals ignorance by looking at a
map. Only a fool walks alone into an unlit alley.

Fool, fool, fool.

You walk faster. Your heels echo louder, and your heart hammers in your
ears. Da-boom, da-boom, daboom-daboom-daboom.



Your pursuer’s squeaking steps resume, get closer.

You’re too stupid to live alone. Didn’t Paul tell you so? You should have
listened to him, fool.

Keeping your stride, you grope through the tissues and tampons at the
bottom of your bag, searching. Only a fool carries her personal alarm out of
instant reach. Only a fool forgets her mobile phone at home.

Men always scent the victim smell about you. Lovers and strangers alike,
they home in on you like wolves on easy prey.

Paul used to beat you, bruise you, break you. He told you that, despite your
protests, you really enjoyed it.

Only a fool would have put up with it for seven years.

Seven years of fearing your husband’s touch. Seven years of shuddering in
meek endurance. If only you could have turned tables just once, let him
taste the horror and the pain. But a nice girl doesn’t fight, and a good
woman keeps her mouth shut. Then the discovery of the catalogue, of the
items he had marked: The nipple clamps, the torture racks, the chain
floggers with skin-tearing hooks. Knowing he planned to use them on you.

Escaping that marriage left you without protector, vulnerable. Paul would
not have let you go out alone at night. With him, you would not have
walked into this trap.

Walk faster, now. Take bigger strides. Out-march the imagined danger.

Your arm is grabbed. You’re slammed against the wall. Hard. Both hands
pinned above your head.

A pimpled face leers down at you. Young. His breath smells of mint and
beer. Your pulse pounds, and your tongue tastes fear.

When you squirm in his grip, rough brick chafes your wrists.

His thigh presses against yours. A knife at your throat, its edge a cold line
across your neck. “Don’t move.”

You squeeze against the wall, into it, to get a fraction further away from the
knife. Why did you not sign up for that self-defence class?



“Now pull up your skirt. Take your tights off. Your knickers.” The attacker
pants. “But slow. Or I’ll cut.”

“No,” your voice croaks, from far away. Then, stronger: “No. You wouldn’t
like my kind of sex.”

Where did those words come from?

The edge leaves your throat. The grip on your wrists slackens a little.

Perhaps your attacker is not a seasoned rapist. Perhaps he’s a boy trying it
out. If you play this right, you may get away.

Perhaps.

“What kind of sex?” His eyes glint. “Why wouldn’t I like it?”

You search your fear-paralysed brain for the reply that will buy time. “Few
men have what it takes to please me.”

For three heartbeats, his mouth stays open. Then a tongue wipes his lip.
“Really?”

The grip around your wrist loosens more. The blade rests inches away from
your throat. What caused this change? How can you use it?

His grin widens. “I knew you were different from others the first time I saw
you.” Leer. “A dominatrix. With leather gear and whip?”

Scheherazade used to spin yarns to save her life. Improvise. Quick.

“I wear black boots. Shiny patent leather. They reach up to here...” You
expect him to release your hands so you can show, but he doesn’t. Keep
talking anyway. “Up to my thighs. With very high spiky heels.”

He leans closer again, licks his lips. “What kind of whip?”

Paul’s catalogue. The images. Remember. “Black suede. Thirteen long
lashes. A plaited handle with silver studs. It sings and sizzles through the air
before it thuds on your skin. Then there’s a sharp sting...” The fantasy
comes surprisingly easy. “But I don’t sully my precious flogger on a dirty
boy like you.”

“Hey, why not?” He steps back. “Just because…”



“Precisely. Because.” Your hands are free now. But to be safe, you must not
run yet, must play the role a moment longer. “You don’t deserve it. You
have not earned the kiss of my whip. Nor the...” Scan your memory for
images from the hateful catalogue. “The dog collar, the handcuffs, the
cane…”

“The whip. Please.” His eyes gleam with need and hope. “Let your whip
kiss my arse. I’ll be good.”

Can this change be true? The pleasure of power tingles from your fingertips
to your toes, invigorating every cell of your flesh. The strong animal in you,
suppressed for so long, longs to burst from its cage. No longer a passive
victim, now you can be in charge.

Purse your lips, as if assessing his potential. “If I give you a chance to
redeem yourself, will you show me respect? Will you obey my will?”

“Yes, yes!” The eager face of a dog begging for crumbs.

“Then...” You stab a finger at his chest. “You will stay here, waiting, while I
fetch my lovely, leathery whip. I’ll test you, and if you’re good, I’ll let you
feel its caress.”

The pimply face lights. “I know a great place where we can go, not far from
here. Behind the old cable factory. Nobody ever goes there.”

Time for a stern frown. “It is I who choose the place.”

“I go where you command.”

“Stay here. Practice kneeling. Because when I come back, you’ll be
kneeling a lot.”

Before the fool sees he’s been duped, you stride off with power in your
steps.

Your blood pulses. You’re safe, and fuelled with new power. You’ve taken
charge. No longer the victim. No longer the fool.

Of course you will not come back.

Why should you? Just to get another taste of this tingling power surge? Just
to teach this boy a lesson that all males should learn? Just to punish him for
all the abuse you had to suffer from men?



There’s rage pounding through you, too. Rage at Paul who abused you for
years. Rage at men who attack women in the street. Rage at men who treat
you as a fool.

The boy will be waiting. At your mercy. He’ll go where you want, even to
that deserted waste ground, and better still, to that place where nobody ever
goes. He’ll undress at your command, he’ll kneel, he’ll hold up his hands to
be tied and open his mouth to take the gag.

Is this what Paul felt, this lust to hurt? It feels surprisingly good. The long-
suppressed part of you cracks its chrysalis.

What will it feel like to slice a knife into those pale cheeks? To peel off his
skin. To let his warm blood trickle over your hands. How soon will the
scents of blood and fear outgrow those of beer and mint? To see the fear in
his eyes. Uncertainty first. Then fright. Panic. Terror. Knowledge of death.

Will you give him what he deserves? What all men deserve.

Nobody knows who he is going to meet, so his body, when finally found,
won’t be linked to you. He’s the perfect first object for your vengeance.

Only a fool would let this chance pass by.



DEAR READER,

I hope you have gained many insights and inspiring ideas from this book.

If you find this book helpful, it would be great if you could spread the word
about it. Maybe you know other writers who would benefit.

Reviews on sites like Amazon, Barnes&Noble, Goodreads, BookLikes, etc.
are very welcome. Email me the link to your review, and I’ll send you a free
review copy (ebook) of one of my other Writer’s Craft books. Let me know
which one you would like: Writing Fight Scenes, Writing Scary Scenes, The
Word-Loss Diet, Writing About Magic, Writing About Villains, Writing Dark
Stories, Writing Short Stories to Promote Your Novels, Twitter for Writers,
Why Does My Book Not Sell? 20 Simple Fixes, How To Train Your Cat To
Promote Your book, Writing Vivid Settings, Getting Book Reviews, Writing
Vivid Characters, Writing Vivd Plots, Writing Book Blurbs and Synopse,
Writing Love Scenes, Ghost Writing, Author Branding, Write Your Way out
of Depression: Practical Self-Therapy for Creative Writers, Writing Gothic
Fiction...

Email me how you got on with this book, and also if you spotted any typos
which have escaped the proof-reader’s eagle eyes or want to tell me
something. My email address is: contact@gmail.com. You can also contact
me on Twitter: http://twitter.com/RayneHall. If you tweet me that you’ve
read this book, I’ll probably follow you back.

To get updates about new releases in the Writer’s Craft series, special offers,
freebies, contests, classes and events, subscribe to my newsletter:
http://eepurl.com/boqJzD.

With best wishes for writing and publishing success,

Rayne Hall
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